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Mastitis in dairy cattle is extremely costly both in economic and welfare terms and is one of the most 
significant drivers of antimicrobial usage in dairy cattle. A critical step in the prevention of mastitis is 
the diagnosis of the predominant route of transmission of pathogens into either contagious (cont) or 
environmental (ENV), with environmental being further subdivided as transmission during either the 
nonlactating “dry” period (EDP) or lactating period (EL). Using data from 1000 farms, random forest 
algorithms were able to replicate the complex herd level diagnoses made by specialist veterinary 
clinicians with a high degree of accuracy. An accuracy of 98%, positive predictive value (PPV) of 86% and 
negative predictive value (NPV) of 99% was achieved for the diagnosis of CONT vs ENV (with CONT as 
a “positive” diagnosis), and an accuracy of 78%, PPV of 76% and NPV of 81% for the diagnosis of EDP 
vs EL (with EDP as a “positive” diagnosis). An accurate, automated mastitis diagnosis tool has great 
potential to aid non-specialist veterinary clinicians to make a rapid herd level diagnosis and promptly 
implement appropriate control measures for an extremely damaging disease in terms of animal health, 
productivity, welfare and antimicrobial use.
Mastitis is one of the most costly endemic diseases of dairy cattle1, being estimated to represent 38% of all direct 
production disease costs, with an estimated annual loss of £170 million in the UK2. In addition to substantial 
economic losses, mastitis is also a painful condition of detriment to animal welfare3, and has been shown to be 
one of the most significant drivers of antimicrobial usage in the UK dairy industry4.
Mastitis causing bacteria in cattle have historically been classified into two categories according to the main 
reservoirs and routes of infection; ‘contagious’ and ‘environmental’5. Contagious bacteria commonly exist within 
the mammary gland and are transmitted between cows during the milking process6. Environmental bacteria are 
not generally adapted to survive in the host but are opportunistic invaders from the cow’s environment. These are 
generally acquired between milking times and instigate an immune response rapidly dealt with by the immune 
system, resulting in a transient increase in white blood cells in milk. Since the control strategies for contagious 
mastitis differ markedly from those for environmental mastitis7, the ability to correctly diagnose the predominant 
transmission route of mastitis on farm is essential for successful implementation of control measures8.
In addition to differentiating mastitis of contagious and environmental origin, it is important to identify the 
time of the production cycle when the risk of new intramammary infections is highest. The nonlactating (“dry”) 
period has been shown to be at least as important as the lactating period in the epidemiology of intramammary 
infections9, and control strategies again differ between dry and lactation period origin mastitis7. The use of a cate-
gorical herd level mastitis diagnosis of either ‘environmental dry period’ (EDP), ‘environmental lactation period’ 
(EL) or ‘contagious’ (CONT) is one of the cornerstones of the AHDB Dairy Mastitis Control Plan (DMCP)10, an 
evidence based mastitis control programme applied in the UK7. The ability to correctly make this diagnosis is 
currently based on veterinary analysis of data recorded on farm, and requires considerable training, experience 
and specialist skills for data interpretation.
Machine learning (ML) classification algorithms have been used in a variety of applications, from the filtering of 
spam emails11 to the suggestion of movies a Netflix user might next enjoy12,13. Machine learning may also become 
an indispensable tool for medical clinicians, with algorithms approaching problems much like a medical clinician 
progressing through their clinical training might; learning rules from data and applying them to new patients14. The 
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application of machine learning in the identification of disease has often focussed on image recognition, for example 
the accurate classification of skin cancer15, and retinal disease16. The use of machine learning techniques with diagnostic 
data, such as haematological results, has also been described, and were able to achieve an accuracy of 88% when com-
pared with specialist haematologists; outperforming internal medicine specialists in achieving a correct diagnosis17. 
Machine learning has been used in the diagnosis of diabetes using features such as sex, age and blood pressure18, and 
the diagnosis of cardiac arrhythmia19, with random forest algorithms receiving particular attention in their ability to 
outperform many other machine learning algorithms in classification exercises20. Whilst machine learning has been 
able to provide accurate classification in the medical field, even successful predictions will have minimal impact on 
patient care without a collaborative approach between data scientists and clinicians to integrate the practice into real 
world settings21. Despite a large quantity of research in the use of machine learning to impact the clinical management 
of patients, examples of translation into an effect on clinical management are seldom found22.
ML has been used within the field of cattle medicine, for example in attempting to predict fertility outcomes23, 
high somatic cell counts24, and the onset of calving25. With the advent of increased “big data” within farm animal 
medicine, the potential to translate this into “smart data” is increasing26; making full use of data already being 
collected. Machine learning has been applied to epidemiological classification problems within cattle medicine, 
such as the prediction of bovine viral diarrhoea virus exposure at herd level27, and the distribution of exposure 
of herds to liver fluke28, and has recently been applied in the investigation of mastitis pathogen (Streptococcus 
uberis) transmission patterns in cattle29 as well as in the diagnosis of both subclinical30,31 and clinical32 mastitis 
at an individual animal level. Whilst machine learning has been described in both medical and veterinary fields 
and has been explored in the individual diagnosis of mastitis, it has not yet been applied to accurately replicate a 
specialist clinical diagnosis for a population level diagnosis, in this case the herd level diagnosis of bovine mastitis.
The aims of this study were to evaluate whether a complex, multifaceted specialist clinical decision could be 
replicated using machine learning algorithms. That is, in an instance in which a clinician had to synthesise and 
process multiple stands of information to reach a reasoned decision, it would potentially be possible to reach the 
same conclusion using machine learning methods with readily available farm management and disease data.
Results
Data source. Herd mastitis data were collected from 1,000 anonymised UK dairy herds via a milk recording 
company (QMMS Ltd) between 2009 and 2014. The data were randomly split into cross-validation (CV) and 
external validation (EV) sets and after filtering and pre-processing, a total of 278 farms and 290 farms were avail-
able for CV and EV (CONT vs ENV), and a total of 273 and 294 for CV and EV (EDP vs EL).
Diagnosis of contagious or environmental infection patterns. Model parameter tuning. Model 
tuning and feature engineering were performed in a stepwise manner and accuracy, positive predictive value 
(PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were evaluated as model performance metrics. From a dense grid of 
values the optimal mtry (the number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split) was identified as 
2 based on maximising accuracy.
Improvements in the model predicting contagious as opposed to environmental infection patterns were marginal 
through feature engineering and removal of poor quality data, with accuracy only increasing from 94.26% to 94.85%. 
Similarly, the use of recursive feature elimination did not have an important effect on model performance. Substantive 
model improvements were made by altering the classification threshold; the optimum threshold based on maximising 
accuracy was ≥0.35 for the diagnosis of CONT, which maximised PPV (100%) without detriment to NPV (95%).
Model performance. A high level of accuracy was achieved using Random forest algorithms to discriminate 
CONT vs ENV diagnoses. An accuracy of 95% was achieved from cross validation of the CV dataset, with a PPV 
and NPV of 100% and 95% respectively. Accuracy on external validation was similar at 98% with a PPV of 86% 
and NPV of 99% (with CONT as a “positive” diagnosis). A confusion matrix of external validation results are 
shown in Table 1, with a full description of performance metrics in Table 2.
Environmental dry period vs environmental lactation period. Model parameter tuning. From a dense 
grid of values the optimal mtry for the final model was identified as 61 based on maximising accuracy. Without any 
feature engineering, a 69.5% accuracy was achieved using the random forest algorithm to discriminate EDP from EL 
in the CV dataset. Additional aggregate features were engineered including the mean, median, sum, minimum and 
maximum values of all parameters across the data recording period. Ratio features were also created, including the 
ratio of mastitis cases <= 30 days in milk (the number of days post calving; DIM) to mastitis cases >30DIM. After 
feature engineering to create novel composite features an accuracy of 72.7% was achieved. Variable importance analysis 
illustrated that these new aggregate features were generally more important in classification of the mastitis diagnosis 
than the original features (Fig. 1).
Observation
Prediction
CONT ENV EDP EL
CONT 6 1 EDP 137 44
ENV 4 279 EL 21 92
Table 1. Confusion matrices for predictions of externally validated farms for the mastitis diagnoses made by 
specialist veterinary clinicians. The diagnoses are described as contagious (CONT), environmental (ENV), 
environmental dry period (EDP) and environmental lactation period (EL).
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The removal of data rows with a large quantity (≥20%) of missing features, or where data quality was identi-
fied as likely to be poor at point of collection, resulted in improved model performance to an accuracy of 77.9% 
using the CV dataset. Recursive feature elimination (RFE) (Fig. 2) resulted in further improvements to model 
performance resulting in a final model accuracy on the CV dataset of 81%. Prediction thresholds for classification 
were examined, with CV predictions being performed using a threshold between 0 and 1 in 0.01 increments. 
Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves were also used to visually assess model performance (Fig. 3) and 
accuracy was used to determine the optimal threshold which was 0.50.
CONT vs ENV EDP vs EL
Accuracy 98.28% 77.89%
Positive predictive value 85.71% 75.69%
Negative predictive value 98.59% 81.42%
Sensitivity 60.00% 86.71%
Specificity 99.64% 67.65%
F1 score 0.71 0.81
Kappa 0.69 0.55
Table 2. Performance metrics of externally validated farms for the mastitis diagnoses made by specialist 
veterinary clinicians. The diagnoses are described as contagious (CONT), environmental (ENV), environmental 
dry period (EDP) and environmental lactation period (EL).
Figure 1. Variable importance plot showing the top 20 features for the classification of environmental dry period 
(EDP) vs environmental lactation period (EL) diagnosis. “Heifers” are animals in their first lactation, and “cows” 
are animals after their first lactation. “Quarter” denotes which 3-month period is being analysed; “Quarter 0” 
denotes the most recent 3-month period, and “Quarter -1” denotes the 3-month period prior to that.
Figure 2. An illustration of the recursive feature elimination results incorporating 2 to 274 features (Random 
forest model to predict the herd mastitis diagnosis of environmental dry period or environmental lactation 
period). The number of features (variables) included within the model is depicted on the x-axis and the 
accuracy of the model from 10-fold cross validation on the truncated y-axis.
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Final model performance. After feature engineering and selection, the model to predict a diagnosis of EDP or 
EL had an accuracy of 81% for the CV dataset, using 150 predictors, and a PPV and NPV of 81% and 82% respec-
tively. External validation again resulted in similar performance with an accuracy of 78%, with a PPV of 76% and 
NPV of 81% respectively (with EDP as a “positive” diagnosis). A confusion matrix of external validation results 
are shown in Table 1, with a full description of performance metrics in Table 2.
calibration. The availability of accurate probability estimates for the automated diagnosis for clinicians 
was deemed extremely important. Calibration plots were used to evaluate the strength of the linear correlation 
between predicted and observed probabilities of each diagnosis (Fig. 4).
Discussion
Using the random forest algorithm we were able to correctly replicate the herd level mastitis diagnosis with a high 
degree of accuracy when compared with a specialist veterinary clinician; using an external dataset, an accuracy of 
98% was achieved for diagnosing CONT vs ENV and 78% for diagnosing EDP vs EL. This illustrates the potential 
for machine learning algorithms to reproduce the complex, specialist diagnosis of a veterinary clinician.
The diagnosis of herd level transmission patterns of mastitis on dairy farms is a critical step in implementing 
effective mastitis control strategies, however specialist training is required by the veterinarian to acquire these 
diagnostic skills. In addition, clinicians require a significant period of time dedicated to the analysis and interpre-
tation of data in order to make the clinical diagnosis, which can be challenging in general practice. There is great 
potential for automated diagnostic support tools to reduce the amount of training and time required to make such 
a diagnosis; where a clinician might require 30–60 minutes to evaluate all the information and make a herd masti-
tis diagnosis, a machine learning algorithm requires only seconds. Such a convenient, rapid diagnostic test might 
consequently be performed more frequently than a veterinary clinician would manually, and therefore provide a 
more regular diagnostic report. This increased rate of diagnostic testing should provide earlier identification of 
Figure 3. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve of mastitis diagnosis of environmental lactation period 
origin (EL) as opposed to environmental dry period (EDP).
Figure 4. Calibration plot illustrating the predicted probability (and 95% confidence interval) of a mastitis 
diagnosis of environmental dry period origin (EDP), as opposed to environmental lactation period (EL), in 
comparison with the observed probability of the diagnosis.
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changing patterns of mastitis and allow clinicians greater opportunity to focus on implementing mastitis control 
strategies than simply making the diagnosis itself.
Alongside the overall speed and predictive power of the algorithm, the predicted probability estimates are 
important in the clinical setting, and a 99% probability of a diagnosis would be interpreted differently to a 51% 
probability, despite both being attributed the same diagnoses. Calibration plots (Fig. 4) illustrate the observed 
event probability given a predicted probability; a ML diagnosis would be challenging to interpret in a clinical 
setting if a predicted probability of 80% only resulted in a correct diagnosis 20% of the time. The calibration plot 
“bins” predicted probabilities, plotting them against observed event percentages, with the desired outcome being 
a linear relationship between predicted and observed probabilities33. EDP vs EL calibration plots showed a strong 
association between predicted and observed probabilities and therefore by providing probability estimates of a 
diagnosis this would allow clinicians access to an accurate estimate of the uncertainty of a diagnosis rather than 
a binary, over-simplified outcome.
Further increases in the predictive accuracy of the machine learning algorithm to make the mastitis diagnosis 
may be achieved with increased granularity of farm data. The data for this study were exported from farms in 
aggregated 3-month periods, which may have resulted in some loss of information. The specialist veterinarian 
had access to monthly data from any time period, which may have made a difference in how data were inter-
preted. In this sense, clinicians had access to more data than the learning algorithms and it is certainly possible 
that predictive accuracy of ML could improve if these additional data were available. The specialist practitioner 
may also have had prior knowledge of farms that may have influenced the diagnosis made. This again would be 
unseen by the machine learning algorithm although does raise the question of whether prior knowledge could be 
incorporated in the prediction in a Bayesian setting.
Despite reporting a high predictive accuracy for external evaluation, for imbalanced datasets such as 
the CONT vs ENV diagnosis, there is the potential for these figures to be misleading if reported in isolation. 
Classification algorithms can achieve an accuracy of 95% in a dataset with only 5% of observations belonging to 
class A by simply classifying all outcomes as class B. It is therefore essential to scrutinize other model metrics such 
as sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV, alongside a confusion matrix of results to allow full appraisal of model 
performance. Subsampling methods can improve model performance in the case of imbalanced datasets, and 
although there are potential disadvantages of oversampling, such as increased learning time and the potential for 
overfitting34, in this relatively small dataset learning time was not an issue, and by analysing model performance 
based on cross-validated prediction results, the risk of overfitting should be ameliorated. There are also arguments 
around how to judge which model is “best” and ultimately this will depend on the application of the model. This is 
described in the “No free lunch theorem”35 where a point is reached during model tuning where the improvement 
in one value will be to the detriment of another. In this case, since the algorithm was to provide a clinical decision 
support tool, the prime performance metrics of interest to veterinary clinicians are likely to be PPV and NPV; 
i.e. how likely is the prediction of disease to be correct. Final metrics from external validation illustrate clinicians 
could be 99% confident in a diagnosis of environmental whereas they might only be 86% confident in a diagnosis 
of contagious origin. A clinician might also be 76% confident a diagnosis of EDP is correct, and 81% confident a 
diagnosis of EL is correct. The clinician can then interpret the diagnosis in conjunction with the predicted prob-
ability of diagnosis as previously discussed, to facilitate an informed decision on whether to act on the predicted 
diagnosis immediately or pursue further investigations before finalising the diagnosis.
Despite the great potential for ML to assist in medical diagnoses, previous research has reported a risk 
of a deterioration in diagnostic accuracy on some occasions. For example, in a study of 50 expert clinicians, 
there was up to a 14% decrease in diagnostic sensitivity when presented with challenging images marked by 
computer-aided detection36. Another study of 30 internal medicine residents showed that the residents exhibited 
a decrease in diagnostic accuracy (from 57% to 48%) when electrocardiograms were annotated with inaccurate 
computer-aided diagnoses37. Whilst the performance of the models created in this study were robustly validated 
through cross- and external validation, additional research is required to further validate the effect of ML assisted 
mastitis diagnosis in practice on diagnostic success and the prevention of mastitis.
There are many available classification algorithms, and in this study the random forest algorithm was found to 
have the best performance. Previous work assessing 14 different classes of classification algorithm on 115 binary 
datasets reported that support vector machines, gradient boosting machines and random forests were the three 
best classifiers38, and it has also been shown that random forest classifiers have been able to outperform hundreds 
of other classification algorithms20. One of the advantages of the random forest is the ability to cope with missing 
data, being able to maintain accuracy when up to 80% of the data are missing39. In this study, however, it was 
found that a large quantity of missing data decreased model performance despite imputation. It was therefore 
decided to exclude observations with a high degree of missing data and perform random forest imputation on 
observations with lower numbers of missing data points. Whilst random forest algorithms are able to cope well 
with missing data, and provide powerful classification accuracy, one disadvantage is their lack of interpretabil-
ity. Although relative importance of variables within the algorithm can be explored, as shown in the variable 
importance plot (Fig. 2), it is not possible to directly interpret the magnitude or direction of effect for individual 
variables using the random forest algorithm40.
Cross validation is a robust method of model assessment, and training the algorithm on 90% of the data, and 
testing on the remaining 10% (repeated 10 times) is relatively robust to prevent overfitting41. There remains a pos-
sibility, however, of a model overfitting to specific areas within the data, and because of this, an external dataset 
was randomly selected at the start of the modelling process (i.e. before filtering or pre-processing). The similarity 
of the EV model performance to that of the CV model indicated that the model was unlikely to be overfitting, and 
results from this study have a good chance of being applicable for British dairy farms in general.
The ML algorithm identified in this research has the potential to predict an accurate, probabilistic herd 
mastitis diagnosis which should aid veterinary practitioners in mastitis control. There is great pressure on the 
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agricultural industry to reduce the unnecessary antimicrobial usage (AMU)42 and mastitis has been shown to 
account for up to 68% of all antimicrobial doses in dairy cattle43, highlighting the importance of reducing this 
disease. By reducing the numbers of mastitis cases at herd level by accurate diagnosis of herd mastitis infection 
patterns and the implementation of effective mastitis control strategies, AMU is likely to be significantly reduced. 
The application of this methodology in the field of bovine mastitis diagnosis has the potential to aid veterinary 
clinicians to make a rapid diagnosis, the essential first step in the control of an extremely costly disease in terms 
of animal health, productivity and welfare.
Methods
Data used for the study were collated from 1000 dairy farms that had participated in the UK national mastitis 
control programme, the AHDB Mastitis Control Plan (www.mastitiscontrolplan.co.uk), in an anonymised form. 
Data available for each farm comprised clinical and sub-clinical mastitis (somatic cell count) records aggregated 
into 3-month blocks over an 18-month period for lactation numbers 1, >1 and > =1 resulting in 228 features 
in total (full feature list in Appendix i). An expert veterinary herd-level mastitis diagnosis (labelled “diagnosis” 
in Supplementary Data) had been made for all herds which aligned temporally with the available data. The diag-
nosis was made by one of three Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons (RCVS) recognised specialists in Cattle 
Health and Production. In accordance with the national control programme, each herd’s mastitis diagnosis had 
been classified as either contagious (CONT), environmental dry period (EDP) or environmental lactation period 
(EL). To make the diagnosis, the veterinary surgeon had access to all farm data, visited the farm on at least two 
occasions and could perform laboratory tests if deemed suitable. EDP, EL and EDP/EL diagnoses were recoded 
as ENV for the models to classify a herd mastitis diagnosis as contagious or environmental. EDP vs EL diagnoses 
were used in a separate model to classify the herd mastitis as being of environmental dry or environmental lac-
tation period origin.
Data processing. Before analysis, the data were split into a dataset for model tuning and testing using 
cross-validation analysis (dataset = CV) and an external validation dataset (dataset = EV), each including 50% 
of farms randomly selected from the original data. The EV dataset was excluded from model construction at the 
beginning of the research, and models were optimised using repeated tuning and evaluation of the CV dataset. 
Once model performance was optimised, external validation was conducted using the EV dataset.
Machine learning analysis was performed in R v3.5.144, using the caret package45. Farms with incom-
plete mastitis records (such as missing temporal quarters of data, labelled as “No. Recordings = 0” in 
Supplementary Material) were excluded from the dataset, as were farms with ≥20% missing features. 
After omitting farms with large amounts of missing features, any remaining missing data (labelled as NA in 
Supplementary Material) were imputed using the rfImpute function from the randomForest package46. All 
numeric features were re-scaled to a range of 0–1.
Model selection, parameter tuning and evaluation of performance. The following machine learn-
ing algorithms were evaluated to identify the best predictive model; random forest, gradient boosting machines 
and support vector machines with radial kernels. For each algorithm, parameter tuning was conducted on the CV 
dataset using ten-fold cross validation repeated ten times. Random forest40 ultimately provided the best model 
performance as assessed by accuracy, PPV and NPV.
Once the random forest algorithm was identified as the best performer, the model was tuned to optimise 
performance. mtry is defined as the number of variables randomly sampled as candidates at each split46 and 
was initially determined using the number of features (Var), Var/2 and 2Var, before picking the optimal mtry 
based on the accuracy outcomes39,47. Since the contagious diagnosis was a relatively rare event compared with an 
environmental diagnosis, sensitivity was used to preferentially target this diagnosis in the selection of optimum 
mtry values, whereas accuracy was used to select final mtry values for the classification of EDP vs EL (which were 
relatively even in number). ntree was defined as the number of trees to grow46 and was set at a default of 500, as 
it has been shown that the increase in ntree does not reliably correlate with increased performance and generally 
results in no significant gain unless enormous computational power is available48.
The probability threshold at which a classification was made was initially set at a standard 0.5. This was 
explored, and the optimal predictive thresholds determined using the thresholder function49, and also assessed 
visually to optimise model performance. Variable importance was determined for each tree within the random 
forest by calculating the difference between the prediction accuracy, and the prediction accuracy after a variable 
had been permuted. This difference was then averaged across all trees and normalised by the standard error to 
determine the variable importance for each variable50. Recursive feature elimination was performed to remove 
extraneous features and identify the most parsimonious model which maintained optimised performance. 
Subsampling was performed using up, down and the synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE)51 
subsampling methods, however subsampling was not found to improve model performance and was therefore 
not used to estimate final models.
Cross validation results of both model performance and model tuning options were analysed via a confusion 
matrix45, with models being chosen based on their accuracy, positive and negative predictive values, alongside 
a variety of performance measures, as has been previously recommended52,53. ROC curves and lift plots were 
also used to analyse models, with calibration plots being used to assess reliability of probability estimates of final 
models33.
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